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FIND A SMALL GROUP At SDROck.cOM/SMALLGROUPS
Read the BiBle in a yeaR.
Don’t forget to Read, Reflect and Respond.

MON - 1 Kings 17-19
TUES - 1 Kings 20-21
WED - 1 Kings 22; 2 Chronicles 18

THU - 2 Chronicles 19-23
FRI - Obadiah; Psalms 82-83
SAT - 2 Kings 1-4
SUN - 2 Kings 5-8

6 -             Genie            God relationship.

7 - God is supposed to             serve              me and punish others.

4 - Seek to build        relationships       and        break down        barriers. 

2 - We suffer from citizenship           confusion        .    

4 - We need to seek the Kingdom of               God              and not the 
     kingdom of              man              .

5 - Don’t overestimate the           goodness         of man.

Trump Card - Matthew 25:14-30
What is Exposed in our hearts when we criticize the rich?

2 - We think ‘our’           standard          is ‘the’            standard         . 

3 - We do not realize the              value            of what we have. 
     Matthew 25:16-18Follow Miles at facebook.com/pastormilesmcpherson and twitter.com/milesmcpherson

Purchase a CD of this message and previous messages in the Rockpile or online at www.rockpilestore.com.

Exposed is not a series about the exposed failures of others; it’s about the 
exposed wickedness in our judgmental hearts.

Judge or condemn: Act of pronouncing someone             guilty              
after           weighing         the evidence. 

1 - We have an            inflated           view of self.

PhD in Meology - Luke 15:11-32

2 -               We think we are               smarter, cuter, smoother     
      than we really are.

3 - We think people care more about what we have to say than they 
                 actually         do.

4 - Brotherly love         dysfunction       : we kick people when they are down.

•Problem: We don’t know all of the evidence.

5 - We need to             lift up             people when they are hurting. 

Galatians 6:2 - Bear one another’s burdens.
James 5:16- Pray for each other.
Ephesians 4:29- Only say things that help build each other up.
Forgive          7 times 70        .

Monster Love - Matthew 7:1-5
What is Exposed in our hearts when we criticize people who follow 
an alternative lifestyle? 

1 - All people are made in the             image            of God.

2 - Personal fulfillment comes in a         relationship        with Christ. 

3 - Distinguish between what someone               does             versus who 
      someone is.

5 - As Jesus accepts us as we           are           , we need to           accept 
     others as they are. 

6 - Though Jesus accepts us as we are, He does not intend to let us  
                    stay              as we are.

7 - Instead of being critical of what is            different         , let’s celebrate what 
     is the              same             .

Obama Care Exposed - Matthew 8:5-13
What is Exposed in our hearts when we criticize politicians? 

1 - We deny the reality of a            superior          kingdom. Matthew 8:9 

•For our citizenship is in heaven, from which we also eagerly 
  wait for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.  Philippians 3:20

3 - We need to trust God, not man, as the source of our           quality 
     of life.

1 - God has            unfairly           blessed them.  Matthew 25:14-15



Drama Mama - John 8:1-12 
What is Exposed in our hearts when we criticize reality TV stars? 

1 - We are more committed to proving how             much             we know versus 
                  who              we know.

2 - We are more concerned about              being            right than             
                  doing             right.

3 - We feel we need to             validate         our personal worth by the failures 
      of others.

4 - Half the world lives on less than $2 per day.

5 - If you earn minimum wage, you make more money than 85% of the world.

6 - We are               only              accountable for what we do with our own riches. 
     Matthew 25:19-30

4 - We believe gossip will            distract           God from our own sin. 

We need to realize that:

5 -        Highlighting       the sins of another does not                hide             our 
      sins from God.

6 - Our words cannot influence God’s               love              for someone else.
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